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DANCINGINTHEBREEZE
(Illinois Eligible)

BAY Filly; Foaled March 16, 2011; Brand 2JB94

Southwind Breeze 2:01.57.4f................. Carver Hall 2:1.50.1
Conway Hall 2:1.50.4
Believe In Victory 2:1.56.
Choreography 2:1.56.

By SOUTHWIND BREEZE 2:01.57.4f ($46,027) by Conway Hall 2:1.53.4. From Believe In Victory 2:1.56, a Valley Victory 3/4 blood sister to Valley Victor and a $260,000 yearling. Southwind Breeze's oldest foals are three-years-old (crop of 6) including BLOWN AWAY 2:2.10.2h,.Bold BREEZE, etc. 2012 two-year-olds include LITTLE MS CHRISSY [M] 2:01.59.4, GONNAGETYA 2:11.2h, DIVINATION (race timed 2:06). 1st Dam

CHOREOGRAPHY 2:00.7h; 3:22.4f; 4:22.0f-4f ($37,698) by Carry The Message 2:1.57.1. 17 wins. At 2, 11 [5-1-1) and winner OHFS at Dayton, Hamilton Raceway, Eaton, Xenia and Lebanon and Pastoral Futility (elim) at Greenville; race timed 2:04.2f. At 3, winner 6 races; winner OHFS at Hamilton Raceway, Troy, Xena and Dayton; second at Greenville and Wilmington; third at Eaton and Lebanon. At 3, race timed 2:02.4f. At 4, 3rd in Open II at The Meadows; race timed 1:59.4f. Dam of 6 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 3 winners. Dam of: MR. FENWICK 1:59.3h; 1:56.3f-12 h, (Superstar Sunny) ($56,936). 4 wins. Started at 2; at 3, winner OHFS at Wealton; second at Circleville. Racing and a multiple winner in '12.

AWESOME ANDREA 2:22.8f; 3:23.0f; 1:57.3h (m, Awesome Victory) ($100,400). 22 wins. At 2, winner IFSC Championship at Indianapolis and INFS at Goshen; second in INFS at Shelbyville; third at Cornersville. At 3, winner INFS Elite at Shelbyville (by 15 1/4 lengths), third in ISS (2 legs; fourth in $100,000 Final) at Indiana Downs, Mini S (leg and Final) and Expression S. Final at Indiana Downs and INFS at Indianapolis. At 3, race timed 1:57.3h. At 4, third in Medencamp S. (leg) at Indiana Downs. At 6, winner 8 races and second in 2 Opens; third in Open at Northfield. Racing and a winner in '12.

AWESOME TOOTER 2:02.04.2; 3:00.0h (m, Awesome Victory) ($8,270). 2 wins. At 2, race timed 2:03.2f. At 3, winner IS 34 (leg) at Hoosier Park and Mini S. (leg) at Indiana Downs and race timed 1:59.3. Bold Breeze (h, Southwind Breeze) ($3,009). At 2, 3rd in Review S. Now 3, racing and second in Big Ten S. at Decatur, third in Mini S at Martinsville, race timed 2:04.

2nd Dam

CHARITY 2:08.8f; 4:30.0f-3f ($2,534) by Bonefish 3:18.4f. 2/6 wins. At 2, second in Tompkins-Geers S. 100% producer. From 6 foals; dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:57, including:

HEATHER WEATHER 2:02.2f; 3:01.5h; 1:55.4 (m, Well Done) ($171,170). 20 wins. At 2, winner OHSS at Scio; second in leg OHSS at Raceway; third in Final OHSS at Scio; leg OHSS at Northfield. At 3, winner Ohio State Fair S., leg OHSS at Raceway, Lebanon and Ohio Breeders Championship, OHSS at Northfield; leg and Final Success Acres Series at Northfield. At 4, second in Scarlet & Gray. Dam of SUNDICATION HALL S 3:01.59.3 and KENDALL BLUES 1:53.2h-$187.97.)

BENDALLA A 1:59h; 1:57 (Ambruns Lad) ($131.570). 16 wins. At 2, winner Ohio Breeders Championship, 1st LC at Scio; second in 2 LC at Lexington, leg LC at Scio, OHSS at Painesville; third in leg OHSS at Northfield and Raceway; Final LC at Scio. At 4, 2nd to leg Dont Miss Series at Woodbine; second in leg General Brodk Series at Woodbine; third in leg Horse & Groom Series, etc.

CHOREOGRAPHY 2:07.3h; 3:22.4f; 4:22.0f-4f (m, Carry The Message) ($37,698). 17 wins. At above.

SHE'S A GOLDDIGGER 2:02.04.4f; 3:22.0f-2h (m, Ambruns Lad) ($18,702). 4 wins at 3, 2nd, 2nd in leg OHSS at Northfield; third at Raceway. At 3, winner OHSS at Mt. Vernon, Lindsay and Carrollton.

BENTASTIC 2:05.3f ($10,951). 11 wins. At 2, 10th and 9th in leg OHSS at Hamilton and Eaton; third at Dayton. At 3, winner OHSS at Troy and Dayton; second at Xenia; third in 4 OHSS.

HEATHER RULES 2:20.7f; 4:20.2h (m, Ambruns Lad) ($18,702). 4 wins at 3. At 2, winner OHSS at Dayton, Troy and Xenia; second at Eaton, Greeneville and Hamilton. At 3, 3rd in OHSS at Washington CH, Urbana and Xenia; third at Troy, Dayton and Circleville. Dam of SUPER RULE 1:57.3 ($150,068). PETRIFIED CHIP 2:20.0f, PHOTO RULES 1:56.4h-$12 ($100,577) and HERE COMES THE CHIEF 4:1.57.12 ($81,743).

3rd Dam

HORT'S SCOT by Speedy Scot 3:15.4f. Dam of 10 foals, 7 winners, including:


HOT SCOT 2:01.3f (m, Final Score) ($94,360). 5 wins 2 and 3. Ohio "3YO Trotting Filly of the Year". At 2, winner Final OHSS at Scio, leg OHSS at Northfield, OHSS at Mansfield; third in leg OHSS at Raceway (twice), Scio, OHSS at Jefferson. At 3, winner leg OHSS at Northfield; second in Ohio State Fair S., leg OHSS at Scio; third in leg OHSS at Raceway, Northfield and Lebanon. Dam of WHODGETHEMASTERO 1:56.4 ($169,298). SANDYPARIS ANTS 2:20.0f, etc.

WATERLOO DALE 3:15.4f; 1:57.2f (Final Score) ($53,671). 12 wins. At 3, winner 3 OHSS; second in leg OHSS at Northfield, LC at Delaware.

ENGAGEMENTS